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Simulation Publication Incorporated’s (SPI) 
fundamental problem, in my view, with 
Strategy & Tactics magazine before their 
collapse, was that so many of their games were 
designed for “what if,” and so forced players to 
do what happened historically (which makes 
for poor games, in most cases). 

It has often been said that 50% of the 
subscribers played the games solo, not so much 
interested in the games as in history.  The SPI 
games I remember preferring were those not 
“imprisoned by history,” such as Starforce: 
Alpha Centauri and other SF/F games.

It would be very interesting to know the solo 
play figures for game-included magazines 
today,  and the circulations of those magazines.

I personally argue that a good simulation is not 
going to reproduce “actual history” very often, 
because history has a large element of chance 
in it. There’s a philosophical discussion of long 
standing at the heart of this question, which 
in its extremes asks, “is history inevitable or 
accidental?”  At some point this becomes 
something like religion, as people have strong 
beliefs about chance vs. destiny that transfer 
to the historical question. If you, like me, 
think the best team often loses the NCAA 
basketball tournament—even if a team has 
an outrageous 90% chance of beating every 
opponent, it has hardly more than 53% 
chance of winning six in a row—and that 
people have good days and bad, that “stuff 
happens,” then you probably think there’s a 
large element of chance in history, and that 
“what if ” in simulations have very limited 
utility. But if you think the best team usually 
(if not always) wins, that people will always 
be able to do their best when it’s needed, that 
“everything happens for a reason,” you may 
think that chance “dampens out,” cancels 
itself out, in the course of history. 

Those who agree with me, however, need to 
ask themselves: shouldn’t we strive, in game 
design, to design a good game first, and a 
simulation second?

Why Simulations aren’t Popular with Gamers
I am going to risk a few comments about why 
boardgame simulations are much less popular 
now than they were 25 to 30 years ago. I say 
“risk,” because some of what I have to say 
relates to differences between generations, and 
has proved to be a volatile subject. These are 
generalizations about large groups of people, 
to which there are many, many individual 
exceptions.

1. Many people who prefer complex games 
have moved to computer games. 

2. People are much more visually oriented 
than in the early 80s. Your typical simulation, 

often cursed with ugly hexes and boring 
cardboard counters, is not visually stimulating. 
(This is not inevitable, but is the norm.)

3. People are much less competent 
mathematically.  I know intelligent college 
students who cannot figure out 10% or 15% 
of a restaurant bill in their heads. Many 
cannot even add or subtract in their heads. 
Some actually count the pips on dice when 
rolling, rather than automatically “see” the 
total. Insofar as simulations often have a 
mathematical component, this is a problem. 

4. Many young people simply haven’t been 
exposed to board wargames. Some have 
played Monopoly; fewer have played Risk 
(which, it must be said, is not a very good 
game in its traditional rules). The majority of 
American college students play video games, 
and I’ve found that people who like video 
games often like boardgames (particularly for 
the social aspects), but someone has to draw 
them into playing, first.

5. People have shorter attention spans. (Or 
you could say, they are more easily distracted.) 
This means that if they play games (always 
excepting computer games, where there are 
regular rewards [completing a level, e.g.] to 
keep their attention), they want short games. 
Few simulations are short, because of the 
detail involved.

6. Young people are less likely to be willing 
to struggle with complex rules. Heck, it’s hard 
to get many young adults to read anything at 
all, or at least, any non-fiction. Computer 
games hide much of the complexity, as the 
computer takes care of it, so the player doesn’t 
need to cope with it.

We are also seeing the effects of the “cult of 
the new.” Wargames (simulations) are old-
fashioned.

Another way of saying some of this is that 
this is the age of “instant gratification.”  
Simulation boardgames just don’t offer instant 
gratification.

I have written a much longer article related 
to this topic, with several additional reasons, 
presently on my web site (PulsipherGames.
com/articles.htm).

Can simulation fans do anything about this?  If 
you require that your game be a straightjacket-
style simulation, then there’s not a lot you 
can do. More visual appeal is possible if we 
stay away from pieces that contain important 
information, so that we can use plastic figures, 
blocks, and the like. We can design simulations 
that use cards rather than cardboard counters 
to represent units. But the main “out” is, 
design representations and semblance/theme 

games that can be shorter and easier to learn, 
and likely more fun to play, than traditional 
simulations.

Good Games and Good Simulations
Can a good simulation be a good game?  If the 
designer is of the “history on the inevitable 
side” of our spectrum, the answer is probably 
not. The designer is likely to create a game 
that “imprisons” the players so that history 
plays out much as expected. 

A great many two-sided fights in history are 
pretty one-sided; that is, one side has much 
less chance than the other. The best hope 
for a good game is to manipulate the victory 
conditions so that a player’s side may be losing 
the battle, yet the victory conditions are such 
that he is doing much better than the average 
for his side, so he wins the game.

Players of good games want plausible choices; 
they want to select the best choice from a set 
of alternatives. When the game is a straitjacket 
or prison, the choices will rarely be there.

I am of the “history is full of chance” 
school. My ideal simulation would, over 
many playings, show what the most likely 
occurrences would be (which could be 
different from what actually happened, of 
course). This would be rather like a “Monte 
Carlo” simulation, where probabilities and 
repeated plays are used to show likelihoods. 
For example, in a Monte Carlo simulation of 
NFL playoffs, you might find that one team 
wins the Superbowl 100 times out of a 1,000 
“plays,” another 190 times out of a 1,000, 
another only 3 times out of 1,000, and so 
forth, with all the teams adding up to 1,000 
wins. Nothing is inevitable in this, but some 
things are more likely than others.

The question is how many players are going 
to be willing to play the game again and again 
to “see all the angles?”  If it’s a good GAME, 
maybe they will. If it isn’t a good game, they’re 
not likely to play many times.

It should be much easier to create a simulation 
that is a good game, yet would work in this 
“Monte Carlo” fashion, than to create a 
“straitjacket.” It would probably be much 
more interesting to the players. And in my 
view, it would be better history. 

_______________________________ 
 
Dr. Lew Pulsipher has designed half a dozen 
commercially published boardgames. Britannia 
is described in an Armchair General review as 
“one of the great titles in the world of games.”  His 
book Game Design: How to Create Video and 
Tabletop Games, Start to Finish is forthcoming 
from McFarland Publishers.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION ---------------------------
Boudicca, The Warrior Queen (BWQ) is a game covering the revolt of the 
ancient Britons against their Roman overlords, led by the Queen of the 
Iceni tribe, Boudicca. The Briton player is trying to do damage to the 
Romans and their superimposed “civilization,” perhaps goading them 
into leaving. Against the power of the Roman legions that would have 
been a fairly far-fetched possibility, so the Briton player’s objective is to 
do better than Boudicca did, thus winning the “game.” The game can be 
played by one or two players. 

1.1 Game Scale
Each hex on the map covers about 5 miles, and each turn represents a 
week of real time. Each Roman Strength Point represents about 100 
men, while tribal strengths vary greatly.

1.1 Terminology
The following words/phrases are used throughout the rules. The 
definitions below are general; they are not, in themselves, rules. Consider 
them mostly useful as basic reference material. 

Active  The state of units that allows players to activate them (move and 
attack with them).
Activation Point (AP) A simple numerical measure of the military 
hearts and minds needed to undertake operations in this campaign. An 
AP is used to perform an Activation with active units on the map. 
Auxilia Non-legion–specific infantry, e.g., light infantry, archers, 
attached to a legion to augment its abilities or used as garrisons. 
DR Die roll
DRM Die roll modifier, a numerical adjustment to whatever DR is 
needed.
Druids  Celtic pagan priests (and possibly more, perhaps representing an 
elite “learned” class) with considerable political power.
MA (Movement Allowance)  An numerical evaluation of a unit’s mobility 
for an activation. 
Mobilize Activation of Roman units
MP (Movement Point), the numerical cost of terrain or an action that is 
subtracted from a units MA as it moves on the map. 
Operation What units can do when they are activated.
Oppidum  Tribal Settlement (that may be part of a Roman town) that is 
the tribal capital. (Oppida – plural)  Each Tribe’s oppidum hex’s border 
on the map is shaded in the color matching its tribal counters. There is a 
Tribal Oppidum Table on the last page of the rules.
PAC (Player’s Aid Charts) Pullout sheets with needed charts and tables 
for easy player reference to play the game.
Post  Roman military camp.  
Rough Terrain This usually covers the hilly, “upland,” semi-mountainous 
areas fairly difficult for concerted movement of troops. Not much of an 
issue in this campaign.
Settlement  Small town where either tribes or Romans have gathered 
to live.
TEC Terrain Effects Chart printed on the PAC
Town  Large settlement, what passes for an urban center. In Latin, a 
municipium. Camulodunum was the largest Roman town of the time.

2.0 COMPONENTS ------------------------------
• 1 Mapsheet
• 2 Counter sheets totaling 240 counters
• 36 cards (18 per side)
• These rules and 2 PACs
• Players must supply 2 six-sided dice of different colors to play the game.

2.1 The Game Board
The game board is a map of the island province of Britain during the 
early years of Roman occupation. The road network includes only those 
roads built in the Julio-Claudian period (prior to 69 AD). The game map 
also contains several tracks and boxes to aid in play.

2.2 The Units
Each Combat unit is represented by a counter. Blue counters are Britons, 
and red are Romans. There are also Leaders who may be used for combat 
effectiveness and stacking ability, as well as various game markers. 

Historical Note The Tribal armies contained a lot of chariots. These chariots 
were used mostly as transportation and were of little – if any – tactical help 
in a battle (except when the Britons formed them into a circle and defended 
behind them). 

2.3 The Cards
BWQ comes with Operations (OPs) cards (18 cards per side) which need 
to be separated so that each player can form their play deck. The cards 
provide players with Activation Points (APs) as well as throwing in some 
unusual opportunities, which players may choose to take advantage of 
(Section 5.2).

3.0 INITIAL DEPLOYMENT ------------------
The units that start the game on the map, as noted below, should be placed 
in their designated hexes. The units that will enter as Reinforcements 
should be placed to the side of the map. 

3.1 Briton Units
3.1.1 The following tribes start the game active (In Revolt). All their 
units start in their tribal capitals, as listed below:

Hex     Tribe
Combretovium (3529)    Trinovantes
Venta (4432)    Iceni, Boudicca

3.1.2 The Briton player places two Druids, one each, in any Tribal Capital 
on the game-map, except not in the oppida of either the Brigantes or the 
Parisii.  
Historical Note The Oppidum of the Trinovantes was Camulodunum 
(Colchester), which was, at the time, the chief Roman municipium (town) 
in Britain. The Trinovantes had, in essence, been evicted, which made them 
quite unhappy.

3.2 Roman Units
Civilians Place 2 Civilian counters each in Londinum (2523) and 
Camulodunum (3030) and one each in Corinium and Lindum.
Legions on the map (these units are not active – Section 11.1)
Lindum (5119) IX Legion (Hispania) All Cohorts plus three (3) Cavalry 
units and three Auxiliaries
Viroconium (4503) XX Legion (Valeria Vitrix) Cohorts 2-7; 1 Cavalry, 
1 Auxiliary
Legions off-map (on Mona Island, west of Deva, whacking druids)
XIV Legion (Gemina) (with 1 Cavalry and 1 Auxiliary) and the other 
four cohorts of the XX Legion, as well as Governor Suetonius Paulinus, 
are off-map. They must be activated as per Case 11.1.3a.
II Legion (Augusta) all 10 cohorts plus one Cavalry unit (see Case 
11.1.3b for entry)
Roman Auxilia on the map (these units are active –  Section 11.1):

Hex    Auxiliaries
3031 (Camelodunum)  One cavalry unit; one auxiliary 
3108 (Corinium)  One cavalry unit; two auxiliaries

Historical Note Camelodunum was unfortified. According to Tacitus, the 
Romans had a garrison of only 200 troops when the Iceni and Trinovantes 
torched it. Corinium, ostensibly the tribal center for the Dubonni, was the 
second largest town in Roman Britain at the time. The Dobunni had settled 
some distance from the town until it was abandoned by the Romans about 
10 years after the rebellion.
In addition, the Roman Player gets 5 Cavalry units and 7 Auxiliaries. 
He may place three units (of any type) in each Roman Post on the map 
(there are 4 of these, so they fit nicely). 

READ THIS FIRST
We’ve organized the overall structure of the rules of this LPS simula-
tion game to follow this game’s sequence of play in introducing concepts. 
The rules themselves are written in a format known as the Case System. 
This approach divides the rules into Modules (each of which deals with 
a major important aspect of play). Modules are numbered sequentially 
as well as possessing a title. Each Module is divided into Sections (that 
deal with a major sub-topic inside the Module) which are also num-
bered sequentially. Modules and Sections are introduced by some text 
that briefly describes the subject covered by that particular Module or 
Section. Finally, the majority of each Section consists of Cases. These are 
the specific, detailed rules that govern play. Each Case is also numbered 
sequentially. The numbering follows a logical progression based upon the 
number of the Module of which the Cases are a part. A Case with the 
number 7.51, for example, is the first Case of the fifth Section of the sev-
enth Module of the rules. The numbering system is designed as an orga-
nizational aid. Use it to determine where a Case is located in the rules.

3.1.4
The example above is the number of the fourth Case of the first Section 
of the third Module of the rules.

LEARNING TO PLAY THE GAME
Begin by familiarizing yourself with all of the components listed for this 
game. Then skim through the charts and rules, reading all the titles of the 
Modules and Sections. Set up a game scenario or portion of a scenario 
(after reading the applicable Module) and play a trial game against your-
self. During this trial game, try referring to the rules only when you have 
a question and remember the numbering system we employ makes it easy 
to look up rules when you do. While a trial game may take you an hour 
or two, it is the quickest and most pleasant way to learn (short of having 
an experienced friend teach you). We also don’t recommend attempting to 
learn the rules word-for-word. Memorizing all the details is an effort that 
few can do. We’ve written these rules to be as comprehensive as possible, 
but they are not designed to be memorized. Taking in the rules in this 
way (as you play along) is the best approach to mastering this game. We’re 
always open to suggestions on how to improve the comprehension of our 
rules. Write to us (see addresses below) if you have an idea on how we can 
communicate better with you.

 
If any of the supplied parts are missing or damaged, write to:

Against the Odds Magazine 
PO Box 165 
Southeastern, PA 19399-0165 USA 
Attn: Boudicca,The Warrior Queen

Or e-mail us at: admin@atomagazine.com

We hope you enjoy this game. Should you have any difficulty inter-
preting the rules, please write to us at the above postal address, or 
send an e-mail to: gamesupport@atomagazine.com, phrasing your 
questions so that a simple sentence, word, or number can answer 
them. If you send a letter by mail, you must enclose a stamped, 
self-addressed envelope to receive a reply. We recommend e-mail as 
the best way to resolve a query. Although we welcome comments 
and suggestions about the game’s interpretation of events, we cannot 
promise to respond to questions on theory or design intent. Addi-
tionally, check out the Against the Odds and Boudicca, The Warrior 
Queen discussion folders at www.consimworld.com.
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BOUDICCA: WARRIOR QUEEN  Player’s Aid Charts 1/2

4.0 THE SEQUENCE OF PLAY -----------------
The game consists of six Game-Turns. Each Game-Turn consists of the 
following Sequence of Phases, which must be undertaken strictly.
 
A. OPs Card Selection Phase
Each Player shuffles all of his 18 cards and then draws the number of 
OPs Cards he is to get that turn, as noted on the Turn Track and possibly 
modified (Case 5.1.4).

B. Civilian Movement Phase. 
The Roman Player may move any/all of his Civilians (Module 8.0).

C. Determine Initiative Phase (Section 4.1)

D. The Operations Phase. 
Each Game-Turn consists of an indeterminate number of alternating 
Player Impulses. A player in each of his Impulses plays 0 to 2 of his 
OPs Cards from his hand. These cards provide him either Opportunity 
Events or Activation Points. 
When that player has finished his Impulse, play passes over to his 
opponent, who then performs his Player Impulse. Play passes back and 
forth, until both players have played all the cards they had for that Turn, 
or both have passed consecutively (even if cards remain in either or both 
player’s hands). When that happens, the Game-Turn is over.

If one player has no cards left to play, the other player then gets to 
perform a final Impulse for the turn, in which he may play all of his 
remaining cards. All unplayed cards are discarded.

A player may always choose not to play some/any of his cards; if he does 
so (or has no cards left), he Passes. 

E. End of Turn Phase 
Both players remove all Used and Rampage markers from 
their units on the board and the Game Turn Marker is 
advanced one box along the Game Turn Track to start the 
new Turn. If this is the last Turn of the game, Victory is 
determined.

4.1 Initiative
4.1.1 The player who has the Initiative in each turn chooses who will 
go first. 
4.1.2 On the first game-turn, the Britons automatically have the 
Initiative.
4.1.3 For all other game-turns, each player rolls one die; high DR gets 
the Initiative. 
4.1.4 A player may modify this DR upwards by playing one of his OP 
Cards and using the AP value on that card as a positive DR modifier 
(DRM) for his initative roll. This choice must be made before the dice 
are rolled.
4.1.5 If players tie on their modified DR results, roll again (include their 
played OP Card DRM again).

5.0 IMPULSES -------------------------------------
A player performs Activations and/or Events when it is his Player 
Impulse. The list of possible Activations is found on the PAC. Each 
Activation usually requires the use of 1 AP. Players have available the 
number of APs for the Impulse as detemined from the total of the values 
printed on the OP Cards that they played for the impulse.

5.1 General Rules - OPs Cards
Each player has a deck of 18 OPs Cards. 
5.1.1 At the start of each Game-Turn, players shuffle all of their OPs Cards.
5.1.2 Each player then draws the number of cards they get for that 
turn as listed on the Game Turn Track. (Example: On game turn 1, the 
Briton player draws 10 cards and the Roman player draws 6.) 
5.1.3 Cards are kept secret until played from a player’s hand.
5.1.4 The Briton player draws one additional OP card for each Roman 
Town he occupies that has not been sacked by him. 
Game Play Note The Briton player does not get cards for Sacking towns, 
but he does get Victory Points (VPs) for doing so…and no VPs for occupying!
5.1.5 If a player’s card draw for the turn is all OP event cards (Section 
5.3), the player may declare a “Mulligan,” show his opponent his hand, 
and then reshuffle all his cards and draw a new hand for the turn. The 
player must use this new hand (cannot “Mulligan” again).
5.1.6 When it is a player’s Impulse he may play 0, 1 or 2 OPs cards. 
5.1.7 If he plays 2 cards, he does not have to play them together but may 
play the second after using the first. 
5.1.8 A player may discard a card without using it, and that is considered 
as “playing” that card.
5.1.9 A player who plays no (0) cards essentially Passes. If both players 
“Pass” consecutively, the game-turn is over, regardless of any cards they 
have left in their hands.
5.1.10 If a player has no cards left he must pass, and his opponent 
performs a Final Impulse in which he may then play any/all of his 
remaining cards.

5.2 Activation Point OPs Cards
5.2.1 Both Players have 13 of these cards. 
5.2.2 They have a value on them that is the number of Activation Points 
(APs) a player receives to use during the Impulse. 
Game Play Note The Romans have slightly more APs (in total) on their 
cards than do the Britons. The Romans also get more cards in the long run…
unless the Britons decide to occupy rather than Sack.
5.2.2 Expending one AP enables a player to perform an activation as per 
the list in the Activation Table on the PAC. 

5.3 Event OPs Cards
Five Briton and five Roman cards provide events (but no APs). Some 
of these events involve using a table; others just enable the player to do 
something he could not do otherwise.
5.3.1 Briton 
a) Spontaneous Revolt. See Case 11.2.5.
b) Roll on Druid Invocation Table (see the PAC). Make a DR and 
apply the result.
c) Roll on Rampage Table (see the PAC). Pick one hex with Briton units 
in it and roll for effect. Mark units with a Rampage marker if applicable.
d) Draw Another Card If the Britons have won a Major battle this 
turn. Play this card face up in front of the Briton player until it is used. 
If the Briton player wins a major battle later in the turn, he can then 
discard this card and draw another card.
5.3.2 Roman 
a) Governor Suetonius Paulinus may be moved anywhere on the 
map, even if he is not yet on the map.
b) Force March.  See Section 7.2.
c) Hail Caesar! This card is played directly from the player’s hand when 
the listed conditions allow in either of the two options detailed on the 
PAC. The Roman player chooses which one he will use when he plays 
this card. The second event may only be used once per game.

SEQUENCE OF PLAY (4.0)
A. OPs Card Selection Phase (Section 4.0A) 

Each Player shuffles all of his 18 cards and then draws the number of OPs 
Cards he is to get that turn, as noted on the Turn Track and modified by 
certain conditions (Case 5.1.4).
B. Civilian Movement Phase (Module 8.0)

Roman Player moves his Civilian units.
C. Determine Initiative Phase (Section 4.1)

Both players decide first if they will use 1 OPs card to modify the Initiative 
die roll. Then both players roll a die and modify it by their chosen card. 
Highest modified result has Initiative.
D. The Operations Phase (Module 5.0)  
The Initiative player chooses who goes first and then players alternate 
performing Impulses. A player during his Impulse first chooses 0-2 OPs 
cards to use during his Impulse and then performs a number of activities 
depending on the number of AP points his played card(s) provided. If it 
is a Roman Impulse, he must also first remove any Force March markers 
from his units. If a player does not wish to play any OPs cards or has 
none to play, he Passes his impulse. If both players Pass consecutively, the 
Operations Phase ends. 
E. End of Turn Phase
Both players remove all Used and Rampage markers from their units on 
the board and the Game Turn Marker is advanced one box along the 
Game Turn Track to start the new Turn. If this is the last Turn of the game, 
Victory is determined.

TERRAIN EFFECTS CHART 

Terrain
Roman Briton

Infantry InfantryCavalry Cavalry

Clear [a] 2 1 2

Road [b] 1 Other Terrain  
in Hex. [d]

Rough [c] 3 2 3

Woods 3 2 3

Woods/Rough 4 6 3 4

Marsh 5 7 4 6

River +4 +6 +5 +7

Town 

Settlement

Post

1

Bridge +0

Sea Prohibited

[a] This terrain is not really clear. It represents grassy terrain with some 
shrubbery, usually undulating but susceptible to rain.

[b] Road Cost is applicable only if hex is entered from a contiguous 
road hex.

[c] Mostly hills, with some almost mountainy.
[d] Britons do not benefit from roads. 

OPERATIONS (4.0)  Each costs 1AP unless otherwise noted.

Roman Only Both Players Briton Only

Construct/Rebuild a 
bridge (Costs 2 APs) 

(7.4.2)

Activate one hex and 
move/attack with all 

active units in that hex.

Recruit 
new Druid

(12.2)

XIV Legion 
Mobilization (11.1.3a)

Sack a Town or 
Oppidum (9.2)

Tribal Revolt 
Attempt 
(11.2)

II Legion Mobilization 
attempt (11.1.3b)

Destroy a bridge
(7.4.1)

Tribal 
Convocation

(12.2.6)

Mobilize a Legion and attached units in one hex on the map. (11.1)

Enter II or XIV Legion units onto the map.

Major 
Battle

Skir-
mish

M
od

ifi
ed

 D
ie

 R
ol

l (
D

R
)

≤1 0 0

2 [D] 0

3 1 [D]

4 1(H) 1

5 2 1

6 2(H) 1(H)

7 2(H) 2

8 3(H) 2(H)

≥9 4(H) 3(H)
 
# = Steps Lost     [D]=Disrupted
(H) = One of the step losses must 
   be highest strength enemy unit.
 

• Units attacking across a bridged 
river have their strength halved 
(rounding down) for the first 
round of combat.
 
• Roman units defending in a Post 
have their strength doubled. 

• Odds of 7:1 or more is an 
Overrun (Case 10.2.6). 
 
• If 10:1 or more, the battle costs 
2 MP and the attacking stack can 
keep moving if able.
 
• Odds of 1:5 or less is automatic 
attacker elimination except if due 
to play of the “Hail Caesar!” card.
 
• Withdrawal from Battle Roll 
(Case 10.4.1b): Roll a d6. Add 
Leader modifier if present. If the 
Result is 6 or more, larger army 
can withdraw.
 
• Pursuit Rolls (Case 10.4.4)  
Difference of Winner’s Cavalry 
Strength versus Loser’s Cavalry 
Strength halved (rounded down 
but not less than 1) as unmodified 
Skirmish Column die rolls.

COMBAT RESULTS TABLE (10.0) 

DRM Condition

+1 Attacker is Roman and has at least 10 cohorts

+1 If any units are on Rampage (if applicable)

+2 Attacker has Intercepted the defender (1st round only)

+? Leader’s Battle Rating

-1 For each Disrupted marker with the army

-1 Defender is Roman in an un-sacked Post
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6.0 STACKING -------------------------------------
6.1 General Rules
6.1.1 There are no limits to the number of units that may stack in any 
one hex, except as delineated below.
6.1.2 Different Tribes may not stack together unless in the same hex with 
Boudicca or a Druid.
6.1.3 Units of different Legions may not stack together unless Paulinus 
is in that hex.
6.1.4 No more than 5 Roman auxilia units may be in any one hex, unless 
Paulinus is in that hex.
6.1.5 Civilians have no effect on stacking restrictions.
6.1.6 Roman stacks may not move through other stacks while using 
Road movement.
6.1.7 Stacking limitations apply at the end of movement (Exception 
Case 6.1.6). 
Game Play Note Thus, one stack may move through another, if it is not 
Romans using Road Movement. 
6.1.8 Enemy units have no affect on opponent’s stacking restrictions.
6.1.9 The Roman Player may use his Legion markers to note a hex where 
all/most of the active cohorts of that Legion are. Place the individual 
cohorts and any auxillia or cavalry in the Legion Box on the map. All 
units in the box are assumed to be in the hex where the marker is.
6.1.10 The Briton has 3 “Horde” markers and may use them to note a 
hex that contains a large stack of tribal units by placing the units in its 
corresponding Horde box on the map. All units in the Horde box are 
assumed to be in the hex with the Horde marker on the map. 
6.1.11 If the death of a leader creates stacking violations, the player must 
correct these violations with his very next Impulse.

7.0 MOVEMENT ----------------------------------
7.1 General Rules 
7.1.1 A Player may activate and move all units in one hex – a stack of 
units – by expending 1 AP.
7.1.2 The units in that stack may then move together or separately. 
7.1.3 The stack may not pick up other units for that Movement 
Operation. 
7.1.4 Activated units may move a maximum total of MPs expended up 
to their MA (Exception Rampage). 
7.1.5 A stack that moves has an MA of its slowest unit.
7.1.6 Units move from one hex into an adjacent contiguous hex. 
7.1.7 Each unit/stack pays a cost in MPs from their remaining MA to 
enter a given hex. The MP costs to do so are listed on the TEC (see the 
PAC). 
7.1.8 A unit/stack may not enter a hex for which it does not have 
sufficient MA remaining to expend. 
7.1.10 Roman units (only) – and Civilians - may use Road movement if 
they are moving directly from one Road hex into a contiguous road hex..
7.1.11 Tribes may not use Road movement
7.1.12 Units do not have to use all their MPs, but they may not save 
MPs from one turn to the next or transfer MPs to another unit. 
7.1.13 Units may not enter a hex occupied by an enemy combat unit 
unless rhey are going to attack that enemy stack and must pay the MP 
cost to enter that hex to do so.
7.1.14 A unit may move only once in an Impulse (Exception Section 
7.2) and a maximum of twice in a turn. 
a) Mark units that have moved once in a turn with a Used I marker.

b) When units have moved a second time in the turn, flip the Used 
marker over to its Used II side. 
7.1.15 Units may not cross an unbridged river to move directly into an 
enemy-occupied hex.

7.2 Roman Forced March
7.2.1 The Roman player may move a stack of units twice in 
the same impulse by playing a Force March card immediately 
after they have activated the stack. 
7.2.2 Units using Forced March may do so only on Roads,

7.2.3 Units that have engaged in combat already in that turn may not 
Force March.
7.2.4 Place a Force March marker on top of such units to indicate they 
have done so.
7.2.5 Units that have Force Marched have a detrimental DRM if 
attacked in that status (Case 10.2.4). 
7.2.6 The marker is removed at the start of the Roman player’s next 
Impulse (even if this occurs in the next turn).

7.3 Interception
Interception allows the non-Phasing player to (possibly) move to attack 
enemy units that are moving nearby.
7.3.1 A stack of combat units may try to intercept an enemy moving 
stack (not one that has not started movement) that is not more than 3 
MPs away, not counting the hex of the interceptor. 
7.3.2 Interception may not be traced into/through impassable hexes/
hexsides, unbridged  rivers, or into or through towns or enemy-occupied 
hexes (excluding the target).
7.3.3 A stack may attempt only one Interception per opponent’s 
Impulse, although different stacks may attempt to do so against the same 
moving target.
7.3.4 To see if Interception is successful, treat each hex distant as worth 2 
Interception Points (IPs). Roll one die, modify it by the listed modifiers 
(see the PAC) and if the modified roll result is higher than the total IPs, 
Interception is successful. 
7.3.5 If Interception is successful, move the interceptors to the target 
hex, thus ending the moving stack’s movement, and initiate combat. 
7.3.5 The Interceptor is the attacker (and gets a nice DRM for the first 
round of combat).
7.3.6 Interception does not require the use of APs.  

7.4 Bridges 
7.4.1 Destruction Either player may destroy a bridge. To 
do so, the player must have an infantry unit start its Impulse 
adjacent to the bridge hexside with no enemy unit within 2 
hexes of either hex the bridge connects. The player then 

spends 1 AP and the bridge is destroyed. Place a Destroyed Bridge 
marker to so indicate.

7.4.2 Construct/Rebuild The Roman player, only, may 
rebuild destroyed bridges or build new bridges over any 
river hexside. To do so, the Roman player must have a 
Cohort infantry unit start its Impulse adjacent to the to be 
built/rebuilt bridge hexside and have no enemy unit within 

2 hexes of either hex the bridge connects. The Roman then spends 2 APs 
and the bridge is rebuilt/constructed. Either remove the Bridge Destroyed 
marker, or place a new Bridge marker pointing to the hexside the bridge 
is in.
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INTERCEPTION (7.3)              Use all DRMs that apply.  

DRM Condition

+1 Cavalry unit with intercepting stack

+1 Intercepting stack is Roman in a Post

-1 Target is Briton Tribe in woods (Romans only)

+1 Interceptor is Tribe in a Woods hex

+1 Target is Romans Force Marching

Modified DR must be greater than number of hexes distant x 2.

DRUID INVOCATION TABLE (5.3.1b)       Roll d6.

DR Result

1 Briton player draws one extra OPs Card from his deck.

2

Bad Weather & Storms. For the rest of the turn, for all players:
• All Movement Costs increased by one, except for Roads
• Unbridged Rivers may not be crossed
• No Forced Marches allowed

3 Druidic Curse strikes Suetonius Paulinus. He falls ill and may 
not move for the rest of the game-turn.

4 Briton Player may designate one Tribe and roll on the Rampage 
Table for that tribe.

5

Druids bring out the wicker baskets and scare the pants 
off all tribes with which they are stacked for the rest of the 
turn. These tribes have their MAs halved. Mark them with a 
“Scared” marker.

6 Bad augury. Britons may not attack Roman units for the rest of 
the turn. They may attack/sack unoccupied towns/posts, etc.

RAMPAGE TABLE (5.3.1c)                             Roll d6.

DR Result (If 1-5, mark tribal units with Rampage marker)

1 Designated tribal units increase their MA by 2, and get a+1 
DRM to all Attacks.

2-3 Designated tribal units increase their MA by 2.

4 Designated tribal units get +1 DRM to all Attacks.

5 Designated tribal units may sack any town/post this turn 
without paying any APs.

6 Tribal units stay calm. Nothing happens.

LEGIO II MOBILIZATION (11.1.3b)           Roll d6.

DR Result

Result < Turn Mobilizes.

Result ≥ Turn Does not mobilize.

LEADER KILLED TABLE (12.1.2)                Roll d6.

DR Result

1-3 Killed.

4-6 Leader escapes and may be placed in the nearest friendly 
occupied hex.

TRIBAL REVOLT TABLE (11.2.4)                 Roll d6.

DR Result

1 Tribe revolts. Roll on Rampage Table and apply the result to 
that tribe only.

2-4 Tribe revolts.

5-6 No revolt.

-1 DRM if Boudicca is in the hex.

“HAIL CAESAR!” Event Card Choices (5.3.2c)
 
1. If the Romans have won a Major Battle this turn, the player may play 
this card to take another card 

-- OR --
2. When a Rampaging Briton force attacks a Roman Legion force at 2:1 
odds or greater and this is a Major Battle (Section 10.1) he can play this 
card. The Romans are in a very defensible location. The odds for the battle 
will always be in favor of the Roman for the rest of the battle (i.e. if the 
normal odds are 3:1 favoring the Britons, their attack is now a 1:3 attack 
and the Romans will roll 3 dice while the Britons will roll 1 die). At the 
end of each battle round, roll a die; if the result is < the number of hits 
the Romans inflicted, the Britons rout and withdraw from the battle. 
The Romans then get full pursuit attacks using the Major Battle column 
instead of the Skirmish column, plus not taking into account any Briton 
cavalry and not dividing by 2 to determine the number of dice. If a Briton 
Leader or Druid is present, roll a die: 1-3 they are killed, 4-6 they escape 
with their forces. Note: May only be chosen once in a game.

SPONTANEOUS REVOLT  TABLE (11.2.6)  Roll 2d6. 
Declare one die as the 10s and the other as the 1s die. So if the 10s die 
result was a 2 and the 1s a 5, that would be a 25. 31-66=No revolt. 

DR Result DR Result

11 Briganti 21 Dobunni

12 Cornovii 22 Durotriges

13 Silures 23 Atrebates

14 Belgae 24 Cantii

15 Regni 25 Corieltauvi

16 Parisii 26 Catuvellauni
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8.0 CIVILIANS ------------------------------------
Five towns start the game with Civilians (resident Romans 
and Britons friendly to the Romans). These are targets for 
revolting tribes (and Briton player Victory Points).

8.1 General Rules
8.1.1 Civilians are moved by the Roman player in the Civilian 
Movement Phase. 
8.1.2 Civilians have no defense strength. 
8.1.3 If not stacked with a Roman combat unit, any Tribal unit that enters 
their hex automatically eliminates those Civilians at the cost of 1 MP. 
8.1.4 The Briton may save his MP by leaving the Civilians alone and 
not eliminating them. 
8.1.5 The Civilians are also eliminated if the Romans they are stacked 
with are eliminated or retreat.
Game Play Note:  An interesting question is, why move Civilians and 
where would they go? Well, historically, they were trying to get away from 
what they perceived (realistically) as a bad threat. As to where they go, we 
would say as far away from revolting tribes as possible. 

9.0 TOWNS, SETTLEMENTS, AND POSTS 
                                       (MUNICIPIA, OPPIDA, ET CASTRA)
There are three types of “urban” locations on the map: Towns (municipia) 
and Settlements hold civilian populations. Some settlements are Tribal 
oppida. The Romans also built a fair number of fort-like camps or posts 
(castra).

9.1 General Rules 
9.1.1 Roman Posts provide a defensive benefit (see CRT notes) for 
Romans in that hex, but not Britons. 
9.1.2 There is no additional movement cost to enter a Post hex, although 
tribes must attack an occupied Post to do so. 
9.1.3 Towns and Settlements provide no defensive benefit in combat. 
9.1.4 There is no additional cost to either side to enter/move through a 
Town or Settlement.

9.2 Sacking Towns/Oppida/Posts 
9.2.1 Any friendly unit that has not moved yet and is currently in a 
unoccupied enemy Town, Oppidum, or Post, may sack that location by 
expending 1 AP. 
9.2.2 The sacking unit(s) may not move after sacking the location that 
Impulse. 
9.2.3 Sacking destroys the location’s Town/Oppidum/Post for the rest 
of the game, rendering it useless. Place a Sacked marker on the hex with 
the appropriate sacking player’s side face up. 
9.2.4 The Players receive Victory Points for sacked enemy Towns, 
Oppida, and Posts (Module 14.0). 

9.2.5 There are 5 Towns that are also Tribal Oppida. Both 
players can sack these locations. When these locations have 
been sacked by both players, place a “Both Sacked” marker 
on the hex. 

10.0 COMBAT -------------------------------------
Combat - a battle - occurs during Movement, when one stack of units 
(or unit) enters a hex occupied by enemy units. The resulting battle is 
resolved immediately; nothing else may take place until it is resolved.

10.1 Size of a Battle
A battle is either a Skirmish or a Major Battle, and that column on the 
CRT will be used for the combat die rolls. That status is determined at 
the start of combat and is retained until the battle is fully resolved.
10.1.1 If both sides have at least 10 Strength points involved, it is a 
Major Battle.
10.1.2 If only one side has 10 Strength Points it is still a Major Battle, 
unless the strength odds/ratio, attacker to defender, is either 1:1 or 1:2.
10.1.3 If both sides have less than 10 SP, it is a Skirmish.

10.2 How to Conduct a Battle
A battle is a series of rounds of combat in which both players roll one 
or more dice to inflict casualties, the rounds continuing until one 
player withdraws, or one army is completely eliminated (as sometimes 
happened in this era).
10.2.1 At the start of each round of combat, each player needs to 
determine how many dice he will roll. To do this, determine the odds 
ratio of the Combat Strengths between the two armies, rounding down 
to its simplest form and expressing the ratio from the point of view of 
the attacker (the player whose Impulse it is, or the Intercepting player 
if battle was joined due to Interception, Section 7.3). These odds are 
rounded off mathematically, with 0.5, the halfway point, favoring the 
defender. Thus 16:10 would be 2:1, while 15:10 would be 1:1. Note: 
Odds will always have one player with a 1 as part of it (There are no 3:2 
odds).
10.2.2 Each player gets to roll the number of dice equivalent to his value 
of the odds ratio. Thus, if the Roman is attacking at 2:1, he rolls two dice 
while the Briton rolls only one. If he were attacking at 1:2, he would roll 
one die with the Briton rolling two.
10.2.4 Each individual die rolled may be adjusted by several factors, as 
listed with the CRT for the attacker and defender (see the PAC). Unless 
stated otherwise, all these DRMs are cumulative.
10.2.5 Withdrawal and Pursuit may occur at the end of each round of 
combat (Section 10.4).
10.2.6 Overrun. If the attacking odds/ratio is 7:1 or greater, the 
defender is automatically eliminated. The attacker is finished in terms 
of movement unless the odds were 10:1 or greater, in which case the 
attacker may continue movement (if able) after expending 2 MPs as the 
cost of Overrun. 
10.2.7 An attack of 1:5 odds or worse automatically eliminates all the 
attacker’s forces with no cost to the defender. If this odds ratio is due to 
the play of the Hail Caesar! event card (Case 5.3.2c), resolve the combat 
normally. 

10.3 Combat Results
See the Combat Results Table on the PAC.
10.3.1 A number result means that number of steps must be lost. 
10.3.2 Each unit has two steps. If it takes one step loss, it flips to its 
Reduced side; if it takes 2 step losses it is eliminated.
10.3.3 The 1st Cohort of each Legion has 4 steps; when it takes a second 
step loss it is simply replaced by its second counter. 
10.3.4 Which units take step losses is determined by the owning player. 
10.3.5 If the result has an “H”,  it requires the first step loss to be taken 
from the unit in the army with the highest strength (owner’s choice if more 
than one). This requirement does not apply to the 1st Cohorts of Legions.
10.3.6 If the result has a “D”, the army incurs one Disrupted marker. 
Each Disrupted marker an army has causes a -1 DRM in future rounds 
of combat. All Disrupted markers are removed automatically when 
combat is finished.

10.4 Withdrawal and Pursuit
10.4.1 At the end of any round of combat, Withdrawal may occur under 
the following circumstances:
a) The player with the fewer Strength Points may choose to withdraw, 
thus ending the battle. 
b) The player with the mosr Strength Points may attempt to withdraw. 
Roll one die (1d6). If there is a Leader present, add his/her Combat 
Rating to that DR.  If the modified DR is 6 or more, that army may then 
withdraw, ending the battle.
c) If both players have the same number of Strength Points, Withdrawal 
is not allowed.
10.4.2 If the Roman chooses to withdraw, he moves his stack its full MA 
towards the nearest Roman-held Post or Town. It may stop if it reaches 
either.
10.4.3 Withdrawing Britons are moved their full Movement Allowance, 
each tribe towards its own oppidum. If that oppidum is Roman-
occupied, it may move towards the nearest friendly Briton-controlled 
oppidum. It may stop if it reaches that oppidum.
10.4.4 Pursuit If the victorious army/stack has more cavalry Strength 
Points than the Withdrawing units (treating the withdrawing tribes as 
one stack), the winner may cause more casualties by Pursuit. 
a) Take the difference of the cavalry strength of the two forces, halve it 
(rounding down but not less than 1), 
b) Using that value, roll a die that many times on the Skirmish Results 
Table. 
c) Ignore any Disorder results. 
d) The Pursuer chooses which units take results.
Example:  Winner has 5 cavalry strength points and the withdrawing loser 
has 2. That is a superiority of 3 SP. Halved, rounding down, provides the 
winner with 1 additional DR on the Skirmish Table.

11.0 MOBILIZATION AND REVOLTS -------  
Units must be Active to do anything (except defend). 

11.1 Legions
The Roman Legions in Britain in 61 AD were II Augusta, IX Hispania, 
XIV (sometimes written as XIIII) Gemina, and XX Valeria Victrix.
11.1.1 All Roman Cohorts, and auxiliaries and cavalry stacked with 
them, start the game Inactive (un-mobilized), as do all Legion units not 
yet on the map. All other Roman auxilia and cavarly not stacked with 
Legions on the map start the game mobilized (Active).
11.1.2 It costs 1 AP to mobilize any one hex with Roman Legion cohorts. 
After they have been mobilized, APs can be spent to activate them and 
perform movement and combat. 
11.1.3 Reinforcements (off-map troops) 
a) It costs 1 AP to mobilize the XIV Legion, along with 1 cavalry and 1 
auxiliary and the remaining 4 units of the XX Legion that start off-map. 
When an additional 1 AP is spent to activate these units, they may enter 
the game map through hex 5503 (Deva). It costs each unit 1 MP to be 
placed there. Suetonius Paulinus may enter with either of these Legions.
b) II Legion is a problem for the Romans. It is stationed in Isca 
Dumnoniorum (Exter), which is about 50 miles off the map to the 
southwest (via the road that leads off hex 1901). Its Prefect, Poenus 
Postumus, ignored all requests for help from Paulinus and was never 
involved in the uprising. (Poenus committed suicide when he heard of 
the Roman victory, finally succumbing to the Roman code of Honor and 
Discipline.)  Therefore, to mobilize the II Legion will be rather difficult. 
The Roman player can once a turn spend one AP to attempt to mobilize 
the II Legion and then make a DR. 
If the roll’s result is lower than the current game-turn, the II Legion, 

along with one cavalry unit, is mobilized. On a later Roman Impulse, the 
expenditure of 1 AP will allow the II Legion to enter the map through 
hex 1901 (spending 1 MP to enter the that hex).
If the DR is ≥ the game-turn, the II Legion remains un-mobilized for 
the rest of that turn.
11.1.4 If any un-mobilized Legion’s units are attacked, they are 
automatically and instantly mobilized and can activate the next Roman 
Impulse.
 
11.2 Tribes and Revolts
11.2.1 Only two tribes start the game in Revolt (active):  the Iceni and 
the Trinovantes. 
11.2.2 All other tribes are not in Revolt and their forces do not start on 
the map. 
11.2.3 Each at start non-active (not in Revolt) tribe has a Not In Revolt 
marker that is placed on its oppidum at game start to indicate they have 
not revolted yet. 
11.2.4 All the non-revolting tribes are incited to revolt in one of two ways:
a) If the Roman player sacks (Section 9.2) a non-revolting tribal 
oppidum, the tribe immediately revolts and its units are placed on the 
board within two hexes of their oppidum.
b) If Boudicca or a Druid is in an inactive tribe’s oppidum, the Briton 
player may spend one AP and make a roll on the Tribal Revolt Table (see 
the PAC) to see if the tribe whose oppidum is in that hex revolts. Not 
every attempt at raising a tribe to revolt is successful, as all the OP Point 
does, along with the requirements below, is allow the Briton player to roll 
on the Tribal Revolt Table (see the PAC). 
11.2.5 If Boudicca is in the hex, a –1 DRM is applied to the Revolt DR. 
11.2.6 Spontaneous Revolt This occurs when the Briton player plays 
the event card. When played, the Briton player rolls 2 dice and consults 
the table (see the PAC) for the result. 
a) If the result is a tribe that is inactive, that tribe has now revolted and 
is active.
b) If the result is a tribe that is already active, treat it as “No revolt.”
c) “No revolt” means just that.
11.2.7 If the tribe Revolts, remove its Not in Revolt marker from the 
map and place all the units for that tribe in its Oppidum (Exception 
11.2.4a). They are now Active. 

12.0 LEADERS -------------------------------------
12.1 General Rules
12.1.1  Leaders may never enter an enemy-occupied hex unless stacked 
with a friendly combat unit. 
12.1.2 A lone leader in a hex, or one left after all his combat units are 
eliminated, can be killed if the enemy has a cavalry unit in the hex. Roll 
one die and consult the Leader Killed Table on the PAC. If they have no 
Cavalry, the Leader escapes (impliment the 4-6 result of the table).
12.1.3 Governor Suetonius Paulinus. He enters the game when the off-
map XIV Legion is activated. He will be placed on the board either by 
card play or with the off-map Legion units enter the board (Case 11.1.3).
a) His Battle Bonus is added to each Roman combat DR.
b) Two Legions, and/or friendly tribes, may not stack together unless  
Paulinus is in that hex
c) He may be moved anywhere on the map with the Roman play of the 
card that allows him to moved thus.
12.1.4 Boudicca has several attributes:
a) Her Battle Bonus is added to each Briton combat DR.
b) Subtract one (-1) from any Revolt DR if she is in that tribe’s oppidum hex.
c) Different tribes may stack together when with her.
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8.0 CIVILIANS ------------------------------------
Five towns start the game with Civilians (resident Romans 
and Britons friendly to the Romans). These are targets for 
revolting tribes (and Briton player Victory Points).

8.1 General Rules
8.1.1 Civilians are moved by the Roman player in the Civilian 
Movement Phase. 
8.1.2 Civilians have no defense strength. 
8.1.3 If not stacked with a Roman combat unit, any Tribal unit that enters 
their hex automatically eliminates those Civilians at the cost of 1 MP. 
8.1.4 The Briton may save his MP by leaving the Civilians alone and 
not eliminating them. 
8.1.5 The Civilians are also eliminated if the Romans they are stacked 
with are eliminated or retreat.
Game Play Note:  An interesting question is, why move Civilians and 
where would they go? Well, historically, they were trying to get away from 
what they perceived (realistically) as a bad threat. As to where they go, we 
would say as far away from revolting tribes as possible. 

9.0 TOWNS, SETTLEMENTS, AND POSTS 
                                       (MUNICIPIA, OPPIDA, ET CASTRA)
There are three types of “urban” locations on the map: Towns (municipia) 
and Settlements hold civilian populations. Some settlements are Tribal 
oppida. The Romans also built a fair number of fort-like camps or posts 
(castra).

9.1 General Rules 
9.1.1 Roman Posts provide a defensive benefit (see CRT notes) for 
Romans in that hex, but not Britons. 
9.1.2 There is no additional movement cost to enter a Post hex, although 
tribes must attack an occupied Post to do so. 
9.1.3 Towns and Settlements provide no defensive benefit in combat. 
9.1.4 There is no additional cost to either side to enter/move through a 
Town or Settlement.

9.2 Sacking Towns/Oppida/Posts 
9.2.1 Any friendly unit that has not moved yet and is currently in a 
unoccupied enemy Town, Oppidum, or Post, may sack that location by 
expending 1 AP. 
9.2.2 The sacking unit(s) may not move after sacking the location that 
Impulse. 
9.2.3 Sacking destroys the location’s Town/Oppidum/Post for the rest 
of the game, rendering it useless. Place a Sacked marker on the hex with 
the appropriate sacking player’s side face up. 
9.2.4 The Players receive Victory Points for sacked enemy Towns, 
Oppida, and Posts (Module 14.0). 

9.2.5 There are 5 Towns that are also Tribal Oppida. Both 
players can sack these locations. When these locations have 
been sacked by both players, place a “Both Sacked” marker 
on the hex. 

10.0 COMBAT -------------------------------------
Combat - a battle - occurs during Movement, when one stack of units 
(or unit) enters a hex occupied by enemy units. The resulting battle is 
resolved immediately; nothing else may take place until it is resolved.

10.1 Size of a Battle
A battle is either a Skirmish or a Major Battle, and that column on the 
CRT will be used for the combat die rolls. That status is determined at 
the start of combat and is retained until the battle is fully resolved.
10.1.1 If both sides have at least 10 Strength points involved, it is a 
Major Battle.
10.1.2 If only one side has 10 Strength Points it is still a Major Battle, 
unless the strength odds/ratio, attacker to defender, is either 1:1 or 1:2.
10.1.3 If both sides have less than 10 SP, it is a Skirmish.

10.2 How to Conduct a Battle
A battle is a series of rounds of combat in which both players roll one 
or more dice to inflict casualties, the rounds continuing until one 
player withdraws, or one army is completely eliminated (as sometimes 
happened in this era).
10.2.1 At the start of each round of combat, each player needs to 
determine how many dice he will roll. To do this, determine the odds 
ratio of the Combat Strengths between the two armies, rounding down 
to its simplest form and expressing the ratio from the point of view of 
the attacker (the player whose Impulse it is, or the Intercepting player 
if battle was joined due to Interception, Section 7.3). These odds are 
rounded off mathematically, with 0.5, the halfway point, favoring the 
defender. Thus 16:10 would be 2:1, while 15:10 would be 1:1. Note: 
Odds will always have one player with a 1 as part of it (There are no 3:2 
odds).
10.2.2 Each player gets to roll the number of dice equivalent to his value 
of the odds ratio. Thus, if the Roman is attacking at 2:1, he rolls two dice 
while the Briton rolls only one. If he were attacking at 1:2, he would roll 
one die with the Briton rolling two.
10.2.4 Each individual die rolled may be adjusted by several factors, as 
listed with the CRT for the attacker and defender (see the PAC). Unless 
stated otherwise, all these DRMs are cumulative.
10.2.5 Withdrawal and Pursuit may occur at the end of each round of 
combat (Section 10.4).
10.2.6 Overrun. If the attacking odds/ratio is 7:1 or greater, the 
defender is automatically eliminated. The attacker is finished in terms 
of movement unless the odds were 10:1 or greater, in which case the 
attacker may continue movement (if able) after expending 2 MPs as the 
cost of Overrun. 
10.2.7 An attack of 1:5 odds or worse automatically eliminates all the 
attacker’s forces with no cost to the defender. If this odds ratio is due to 
the play of the Hail Caesar! event card (Case 5.3.2c), resolve the combat 
normally. 

10.3 Combat Results
See the Combat Results Table on the PAC.
10.3.1 A number result means that number of steps must be lost. 
10.3.2 Each unit has two steps. If it takes one step loss, it flips to its 
Reduced side; if it takes 2 step losses it is eliminated.
10.3.3 The 1st Cohort of each Legion has 4 steps; when it takes a second 
step loss it is simply replaced by its second counter. 
10.3.4 Which units take step losses is determined by the owning player. 
10.3.5 If the result has an “H”,  it requires the first step loss to be taken 
from the unit in the army with the highest strength (owner’s choice if more 
than one). This requirement does not apply to the 1st Cohorts of Legions.
10.3.6 If the result has a “D”, the army incurs one Disrupted marker. 
Each Disrupted marker an army has causes a -1 DRM in future rounds 
of combat. All Disrupted markers are removed automatically when 
combat is finished.

10.4 Withdrawal and Pursuit
10.4.1 At the end of any round of combat, Withdrawal may occur under 
the following circumstances:
a) The player with the fewer Strength Points may choose to withdraw, 
thus ending the battle. 
b) The player with the mosr Strength Points may attempt to withdraw. 
Roll one die (1d6). If there is a Leader present, add his/her Combat 
Rating to that DR.  If the modified DR is 6 or more, that army may then 
withdraw, ending the battle.
c) If both players have the same number of Strength Points, Withdrawal 
is not allowed.
10.4.2 If the Roman chooses to withdraw, he moves his stack its full MA 
towards the nearest Roman-held Post or Town. It may stop if it reaches 
either.
10.4.3 Withdrawing Britons are moved their full Movement Allowance, 
each tribe towards its own oppidum. If that oppidum is Roman-
occupied, it may move towards the nearest friendly Briton-controlled 
oppidum. It may stop if it reaches that oppidum.
10.4.4 Pursuit If the victorious army/stack has more cavalry Strength 
Points than the Withdrawing units (treating the withdrawing tribes as 
one stack), the winner may cause more casualties by Pursuit. 
a) Take the difference of the cavalry strength of the two forces, halve it 
(rounding down but not less than 1), 
b) Using that value, roll a die that many times on the Skirmish Results 
Table. 
c) Ignore any Disorder results. 
d) The Pursuer chooses which units take results.
Example:  Winner has 5 cavalry strength points and the withdrawing loser 
has 2. That is a superiority of 3 SP. Halved, rounding down, provides the 
winner with 1 additional DR on the Skirmish Table.

11.0 MOBILIZATION AND REVOLTS -------  
Units must be Active to do anything (except defend). 

11.1 Legions
The Roman Legions in Britain in 61 AD were II Augusta, IX Hispania, 
XIV (sometimes written as XIIII) Gemina, and XX Valeria Victrix.
11.1.1 All Roman Cohorts, and auxiliaries and cavalry stacked with 
them, start the game Inactive (un-mobilized), as do all Legion units not 
yet on the map. All other Roman auxilia and cavarly not stacked with 
Legions on the map start the game mobilized (Active).
11.1.2 It costs 1 AP to mobilize any one hex with Roman Legion cohorts. 
After they have been mobilized, APs can be spent to activate them and 
perform movement and combat. 
11.1.3 Reinforcements (off-map troops) 
a) It costs 1 AP to mobilize the XIV Legion, along with 1 cavalry and 1 
auxiliary and the remaining 4 units of the XX Legion that start off-map. 
When an additional 1 AP is spent to activate these units, they may enter 
the game map through hex 5503 (Deva). It costs each unit 1 MP to be 
placed there. Suetonius Paulinus may enter with either of these Legions.
b) II Legion is a problem for the Romans. It is stationed in Isca 
Dumnoniorum (Exter), which is about 50 miles off the map to the 
southwest (via the road that leads off hex 1901). Its Prefect, Poenus 
Postumus, ignored all requests for help from Paulinus and was never 
involved in the uprising. (Poenus committed suicide when he heard of 
the Roman victory, finally succumbing to the Roman code of Honor and 
Discipline.)  Therefore, to mobilize the II Legion will be rather difficult. 
The Roman player can once a turn spend one AP to attempt to mobilize 
the II Legion and then make a DR. 
If the roll’s result is lower than the current game-turn, the II Legion, 

along with one cavalry unit, is mobilized. On a later Roman Impulse, the 
expenditure of 1 AP will allow the II Legion to enter the map through 
hex 1901 (spending 1 MP to enter the that hex).
If the DR is ≥ the game-turn, the II Legion remains un-mobilized for 
the rest of that turn.
11.1.4 If any un-mobilized Legion’s units are attacked, they are 
automatically and instantly mobilized and can activate the next Roman 
Impulse.
 
11.2 Tribes and Revolts
11.2.1 Only two tribes start the game in Revolt (active):  the Iceni and 
the Trinovantes. 
11.2.2 All other tribes are not in Revolt and their forces do not start on 
the map. 
11.2.3 Each at start non-active (not in Revolt) tribe has a Not In Revolt 
marker that is placed on its oppidum at game start to indicate they have 
not revolted yet. 
11.2.4 All the non-revolting tribes are incited to revolt in one of two ways:
a) If the Roman player sacks (Section 9.2) a non-revolting tribal 
oppidum, the tribe immediately revolts and its units are placed on the 
board within two hexes of their oppidum.
b) If Boudicca or a Druid is in an inactive tribe’s oppidum, the Briton 
player may spend one AP and make a roll on the Tribal Revolt Table (see 
the PAC) to see if the tribe whose oppidum is in that hex revolts. Not 
every attempt at raising a tribe to revolt is successful, as all the OP Point 
does, along with the requirements below, is allow the Briton player to roll 
on the Tribal Revolt Table (see the PAC). 
11.2.5 If Boudicca is in the hex, a –1 DRM is applied to the Revolt DR. 
11.2.6 Spontaneous Revolt This occurs when the Briton player plays 
the event card. When played, the Briton player rolls 2 dice and consults 
the table (see the PAC) for the result. 
a) If the result is a tribe that is inactive, that tribe has now revolted and 
is active.
b) If the result is a tribe that is already active, treat it as “No revolt.”
c) “No revolt” means just that.
11.2.7 If the tribe Revolts, remove its Not in Revolt marker from the 
map and place all the units for that tribe in its Oppidum (Exception 
11.2.4a). They are now Active. 

12.0 LEADERS -------------------------------------
12.1 General Rules
12.1.1  Leaders may never enter an enemy-occupied hex unless stacked 
with a friendly combat unit. 
12.1.2 A lone leader in a hex, or one left after all his combat units are 
eliminated, can be killed if the enemy has a cavalry unit in the hex. Roll 
one die and consult the Leader Killed Table on the PAC. If they have no 
Cavalry, the Leader escapes (impliment the 4-6 result of the table).
12.1.3 Governor Suetonius Paulinus. He enters the game when the off-
map XIV Legion is activated. He will be placed on the board either by 
card play or with the off-map Legion units enter the board (Case 11.1.3).
a) His Battle Bonus is added to each Roman combat DR.
b) Two Legions, and/or friendly tribes, may not stack together unless  
Paulinus is in that hex
c) He may be moved anywhere on the map with the Roman play of the 
card that allows him to moved thus.
12.1.4 Boudicca has several attributes:
a) Her Battle Bonus is added to each Briton combat DR.
b) Subtract one (-1) from any Revolt DR if she is in that tribe’s oppidum hex.
c) Different tribes may stack together when with her.
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AXIS AIRPOWER: Nike and Nemesis                Sam Sheikh
Prior to the world-wide conflagration that was 
World War II, five of its major belligerents were 
involved in limited wars. The Soviet Union, Ger-
many and Italy sent contingents to fight in the 
Spanish Civil War, while Japan waged brutal war 
on China in the so-called “China Incident.”

Of these, Germany and Japan—the Big Two of 
the Axis countries—would emerge with very 
clear doctrines on their uses of air power. Indeed, 
their experiences in these early limited wars so 
shaped their thinking that both countries shared 
many similarities in their employment of air 
power. Furthermore, the air forces of both coun-
tries shared a similar rise and fall. 

The technological edge. The fighter forces of 
Germany and Japan began World War II with 
three intertwined advantages. They possessed 
advanced fighter aircraft, superior tactics, and 
highly trained and combat experienced pilots. 
Many German and Japanese pilots opened their 
accounts against their Allied counterparts while 
flying the most advanced aircraft of the day: the 
Messerschmitt BF-109E in 1939 and the Mit-
subishi A6M2 Zero in 1941. 

Each boasted a high level speed, a good rate of 
climb, and excellent firepower. Speed allowed 
pilots to engage or disengage at will, good climb-
ing rate allowed the all-important advantage 
of superior altitude, and firepower allowed the 
fighter pilot to do his job. Although neither 
were pioneers, Germany and Japan were quick 
to develop frontline fighter aircraft carrying 20 
mm cannon as well as machine guns. This con-
figuration allowed for a good rate of fire, with 
the added punch of cannon, to deal with both 
enemy fighters and bombers.

The BF-109E and the Zero were clearly superior 
to the opposing Allied types, which included 
planes from a bygone era such as the British 
Gloster Gladiator, Polish PZL P-11, and Dutch 
Fokker D.XII in Europe, as well as marginally 
effective aircraft such as the Brewster F2A Buf-
falo in Asia. Masatake Okumiya, of the Imperial 
Japanese Navy, summarized the early Japanese 
advantage as such: “Combining the advantages 
of speed, rapid climb, excellent maneuverability 
and heavy firepower, our pilots had in their new 
Zero fighter an airplane that shattered enemy 
opposition.”

Training, experience and tactics. Much of the 
tactics for air fighting forged in the Kaiser’s War 
had faded into history in the interwar years. Ger-
many had been stripped of an air force and was 
reduced to surreptitiously training its Luftwaffe 
pilots in “civilian” programs or during stints on 
loan to the Italians. 

In the Spanish Civil War, German pilots first 
flew in the familiar vic, or vee formation, so 
common in air shows. This formation comprised 
three aircraft flying in a close, triangular forma-
tion, with the leader at its apex. The Germans 
found this formation to be vulnerable because 
the wingmen invariably spent too much time 
keeping in formation and avoiding collisions 
and not enough time looking for the enemy. 
Moreover, the vic was easier to spot, the aircraft 
being bunched together, and was unwieldy in 
the air. Werner Mölders, Germany’s top scoring 
fighter pilot from that campaign with 14 victo-
ries, has been credited with devising the rotte, the 
two-plane element that forms the basic forma-
tion for air fighting up until today. This forma-
tion, essentially the same echelon formation that 
had been developed from World War I, served 
the Luftwaffe excellently in the early years. 

The Japanese had faced similar difficulties in 
China but approached the problem a little dif-
ferently. They retained the basic three-plane for-
mation, known as a shotai, but the wingmen flew 
much further apart from the leader. The shotai 
also adopted the use of “weavers,” with the two 
wingmen cutting across each others’ path in a 
weaving pattern; this allowed both to cover the 
potential blind spots of the formation. Upon 
engaging the enemy, the shotai either adopted 
a line-astern attack formation for hit-and-run 
attacks, or broke up to allow individual combat. 
This tactical formation was well suited to the 
Japanese, who were often unable to make coor-
dinated attacks, given their limited use of radios 
(removed to decrease the Zero’s weight).

Finally, both countries relied on an excellent 
cadre of experienced and trained air crews. In 
the words of Chuck Yeager, “You start from 
a baseline of very good eyesight, stamina and 
aggressiveness, but after that, it’s strictly experi-
ence. The guy with the most experience is going 
to be the best.” Adolf Galland summarized the 
German advantage thusly: “We outstripped 
them in speed, in rate of climb, in armament, 
and above all in flying experience and training.” 
And the experience gained in Spain and China 
was to serve Germany and Japan’s fighter pilots 
well in the early years of World War II.

The bomber arm. The German and Japa-
nese bomber forces shared similar initial 
advantages as their fighter forces. However, 
another product of German and Japanese 
experiences with limited war was the empha-
sis placed on tactical aircraft. Indeed, they 
became enamored with tactical bombers. 

The Japanese produced the excellent, if anti-
quated looking, Aichi D3A dive bomber (Val) 
and the Nakajima B5N torpedo bomber (Kate), 

while the Germans produced the Junkers JU-87 
Stuka, which was inspired by U.S. dive-bombing 
aircraft and doctrine. The two Japanese aircraft 
were the offensive punch of the Imperial Japa-
nese Navy, the direct counterparts to the Ameri-
can SBD Dauntless and the dangerously obsolete 
TBD Devastator. The JU-87, on the other hand, 
was the aerial element that comprised the 
German blitzkrieg. Unlike the Japanese aircraft, 
its primary purpose was to aid the ground forces, 
although it was effective in an anti-shipping role 
as well. 

Both allies also relied on medium bombers 
whose primary role was to provide aerial support 
for ground, naval, or amphibious operations, but 
they were also pressed into service to fulfill the 
role of heavy bomber. Germany employed the 
Junkers JU-88, the Dornier DO-17, and the 
Heinkel HE-111, while Japan had its Mitsubishi 
Ki-21 (Sally), Mitsubishi G3M (Nell), and Mit-
subishi G4M (Betty). These Axis aircraft were 
crucial to early successes, first overwhelming 
enemy air defenses and airfields, then allowing 
ground forces to overcome pockets of resistance 
with pinpoint air support.

In instances where air superiority was estab-
lished, Axis bomber aircraft would prove dev-
astatingly efficient. For example, the Japanese 
easily sank the Prince of Wales and Repulse, which 
were cruising without air cover.

However, these relatively slow aircraft were vul-
nerable when enemy fighters were present in 
strength. Japanese bombers, in particular, were 
extremely vulnerable because of their lack of 
armor plating and self-sealing tanks.

The emphasis on bomber escorts. The theories 
of Stanley Baldwin to the contrary, suggesting 
that “the bomber will always get through,” the 
Germans and Japanese realized the importance 
of long-range escorting fighters. 

To provide an escort that had the range to match 
that of their bombers, the Germans designed the 
Messerschmitt BF-110, the so-called Zerstörer 
(destroyer). This twin-engine fighter carried 
heavy armament and had a longer range than 
its single-engine contemporaries. In operations, 
however, this aircraft proved disappointing.

The Japanese sacrificed pilot and fuel tank pro-
tection to produce the lightweight Zero, which 
was capable of astoundingly long flights even 
without auxiliary tanks. It was no coincidence 
that the Zero was capable of attacking Clark 
Air Base in the Philippines from Formosa. Jap-
anese plans hinged on this ability of the Zero. 
Saburo Sakai reports how Zero pilots trained 
to reduce fuel consumption in their fighters to 

12.2 Druids
12.2.1 There are four Druid counters in the game, which is 
a game limit. 
12.2.2 There may never be more than two (2) Druids in 
play at any one time.

12.2.3 If a Druid is killed, the Roman player keeps the unit for VP 
purposes. For 1 AP, a new Druid can be recruited from off-map available 
Druids in any succeeding Briton Operations Phase. The new Druid is 
placed in any hex within 2 hexes of Deva. (He’s coming over – escaping, 
really - from the Isle of Mona.)
12.2.4 Druids allow tribes to stack together.
12.2.5 If the Briton plays a Druid Invocation card, and he has Druids 
in play, the Briton may designate the Druid for whom he is rolling 
for and then roll on the Druid Invocation Table, applying the results 
immediately. There is no AP cost to perform this.
12.2.6 Tribal Convocation. At the cost of one AP, the Briton Player 
may designate a Druid on the map and have him call a Convocation. 
This applies to any/all tribal units that are within 3 MPs of the Druid’s 
hex. Those tribal units are immediately moved to the Druid’s hex, at no 
Movement Cost.

13.0 SOLITAIRE PLAY ---------------------------
There are no specific rules for playing solitaire, you just play the side 
whose Impulse it is. As for the cards, when you deal them out, place 
them face down on the table and draw them, unseen (2 per Impulse). 
 
 
14.0 WINNING THE GAME --------------------
Each player consults their VP chart below and tallies up their total VPs. 
The player with the most Victory Points at the end of Game-turn 6 wins 
the game.

BRITON VICTORY POINTS 
4 Each Town Sacked

2 Each Post Sacked

10 Each Legion Destroyed (all 10 cohorts eliminated)

5 Each Legion reduced to less than 22 Strength Points 
remaining on the map (not applicable if Legion Destroyed)

5 Kill Governor Suetonius Paulinus

1 Each Civilian counter eliminated
 
ROMAN VICTORY POINTS 

5 Venta Icenorum sacked

3 Each other Tribal Oppidum sacked

5 Boudicca killed

2 Each Druid killed

2 Each Civilian counter in play at game’s end

1
For each counter of a tribe who revolted and all the tribe’s 
units have been eliminated. (Example:  eliminating all the 
Briganti counters earns the Roman Player 6 VPs)

TRIBES TABLE
Counter Name and Color Tribal Oppidum (Hex)

Atrebates (ATRBTES) Calleva  (2416)

Belgae (BELGAE) Venta Belgae (1814)

Venta appears to have been the tribal capital of the Belgae after the rebellion, 
their capital at the time being probably somewhere in the same area.

Brigantes (BRGNTI) Isurium (6415)

Cantii (CANTII) Durovernum (1929)

Durovernum (Canterbury) had been a Roman post until 60 AD, when the 
Romans left and the Cantii, or Cantiaci, moved in and the town grew rapidly.

Catuvellauni (CTVLNI) Verulamium (2821)

Corieltauvi (CORTVI) Ratae (4516)

Ratae (Leicester) was originally a Roman military post, but it appears to 
have been abandoned as such, remaining the oppidum for the Corieltau.

Cornovii (CORNVI) Viroconium (4503)

Viroconium  is the base of the XX Legion. Therefore, if the Cornovii are 
activated, place them in any hex within 2 hexes of Viroconium.

Dobunni (DOBUNNI) Corinium (3108)

Although originally the oppidum of the Dobunni, the Romans occupied 
Corinium at the time of the revolt. If the Dobunni are activated, place 
them in any hex within 2 hexes of Corinium.

Durotriges (DRTGES) Durnovaria (1404)

Iceni (ICENI) Venta Iceni (4432)

Parisi (PARISI) Peturia (6019)

Regni (REGNI) Noviomagus (1518)

Silures (SILURES) Venta Silures  (2902)

Trinovantes (TRNVTS) Combretovium (3529)
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